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Heavenly King, Earthly Crisis #2: King of Providence (Esther 4) 

INTRODUCTION [make sure recordings are going]  

PRAY 
 

The statistics can drive you bonkers… The odds and probabilities can drive you mad 

Governments and hospitals are trying to gauge how best to respond 

People are trying to gauge how concerned they should be 

But there seems to be no way to get very accurate readings on COVID-19 numbers 

     Including the number of infections and fatality rates 

 We have no idea how many infected people have mild to no symptoms 

 Countries have had vastly different testing and reporting standards 

 Healthcare systems have varying levels of ability to cope with the crisis 

 And different age groups or vulnerable groups are affected very differently 

So is the death rate really 3-4%? Or is it closer to Italy’s 10% or South Korea’s 0.8%? 

What kinds of numbers will need critical care? How many will be hospitalized? 

Will 70% of Canadians really eventually be infected? Or will it be far less than that? 

Some say the danger is being exaggerated… Others say the danger is being underestimated 

We look at charts and wonder: Are we flattening the curve or not? Are things improving at all? 

It’s so much data, and so many variables, that we just don’t know what to make of it all 

 This week, one viral disease expert branded the data we have as “utterly unreliable” 

 

Today, I want to help us stop anxiously staring at the numbers and to look again to God 

 To see Jesus as King within and beyond and above our earthly crisis 

Because we need something reliable and certain to lean on today 

  And you won’t get that anywhere else 

 Did you know that I can guarantee you an infection or fatality rate today? 

  It will be one of two numbers: 0% or 100%... More on that in a bit 

 But I can also guarantee you: 100% of the time, Jesus will still be sovereign 

  And believe it or not, his providence is still active in our world, right now 

 

To see this from God’s Word, the Bible, I invite you to OPEN with me to the book of Esther 

I figure that if we want to see our Heavenly King reigning over an earthly crisis, 

 It would be helpful to see some times when God’s people were in huge crises 

  To see how God related to them during those times, and how they responded 

 Such were the circumstances surrounding the book of Esther 

 

Esther is a story that takes place during the Jews’ exile under the Persian Empire 

 So the Assyrian and Babylonian empires had come and gone 

  Now Persia ruled most of the known world from its capital in Susa 

 A number of Jews had been allowed to go home, under Ezra and Nehemiah 

  But there were still Jews who were exiled and dispersed everywhere 

   We’ll meet a couple of them today 

Today, I’m going to attempt to take us through the whole story of Esther—all 10 chapters 

 Some other time we can go through it more methodically 

  And it’s an excellent story to sit down and read in whole sometime 

  But today, I want you to see the big picture of what happened 
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  And then I’ll focus in on a few verses here and there in particular 

 

So… In chapter 1, we meet the king of Persia, Ahasuerus, better known as Xerxes, 

 Right as he’s throwing a party to end all parties—an over 6-month banquet feast 

v.4 says Xerxes’ purpose of this party was to ‘show the riches of his royal glory and the 

splendor and pomp of his greatness for many days’ 

And then, at the peak of the party, right when everyone was the drunkest,  

Xerxes decided to call for his queen, Vashti, to come and put on some kind of show 

So v.11 says he sent men: READ 1:11… You might imagine what this entailed 

 But anyway, Vashti flatly refused to be paraded around… which enraged the king 

  And in consulting with his lawyers, he was advised to come down hard on Vashti 

 Otherwise, they essentially said, we could have a full-fledged feminist movement here 

  And women all over the empire won’t respect their husbands 

 So the queen was deposed—whether by execution or banishment, we don’t know 

 

Chapter 2… So now there was a vacancy in the palace… a big one: the queen of Persia 

 Xerxes’ officials recommended that he collect a whole harem of young virgins 

  And then he could choose a wife from them… So that’s what he did 

  They ran the first-ever The Bachelor: Persian Edition competition 

And thus the stage was set for our hero and heroine to be introduced: 

 Chapter 5, verse 2: READ 2:5-11… So you get what’s happening? 

  Over a period of 6 months, Esther, who was already beautiful, 

  Was being groomed and perfumed to be a potential queen for Xerxes 

 And the guy taking care of the harem was like, ‘Esther’s a winner’ 

And sure enough, Xerxes agreed… Each woman got one night to impress the king 

 Whatever that entailed, Esther wowed him: READ 2:15b-17 [_] 

At the end of chapter 2, we briefly see Mordecai, Esther’s cousin, foiling a plot to kill Xerxes 

 He overheard the plot and warned Esther, who warned the king, and saved his life 

 READ 2:23… That is important later on in the story 

 

In chapter 3, we meet the villain: READ 3:1… Long story short: 

 Haman reveled in his power, and required all other officials to bow down to him 

 But Mordecai, as a Jew, refused to bow down to another man, which enraged Haman 

 And he decided to take out his anger on all Jews in the whole world: READ 3:6 

Haman then persuaded Xerxes that the Jews were dangerous people who needed to be eliminated 

 So the king issued an irrevocable decree all across his empire: READ 3:13-14 

 

[tr] Now, before we go on, pause here: What’s the point of all this? Why is this in our bibles? 

      Well, God rescuing his people from evil threats is a recurring theme in Scripture 

But… why all the stuff about the 6-month party, and Xerxes’ power and riches, and 

Vashti getting dethroned, and the harem of virgins, and Mordecai foiling a coup? 

 It seems like a lot of random historical details 

  Especially since God is notably absent… he’s never even mentioned 

 But this describes a powerful moving of events, being orchestrated somehow 

  Xerxes is a powerful king, yet he couldn’t control his wife,  

and didn’t save himself from a plot to kill him 
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  Vashti seems like a strong woman, but she meets a swift downfall 

  Haman is promoted to be the second-most powerful man in the world, 

   yet he can’t get one man to willingly pay homage to him 

  And Mordecai and Esther clearly weren’t in control of events either 

 

Something—or someone—else is controlling things 

Barry Webb explains that “[All these events] conspire to move Esther and Mordecai into 

positions of power before the threat posed by Haman emerges. Once it does, the perfect 

timing of apparently fortuitous events again and again tips the balance in favour of the 

Jews and against their enemies… (As we’ll soon see) Moreover, the characters 

themselves seem to be aware that something more than chance is shaping events.” 

Was it chance that all these fortuitous events happened? Heh, no.  

This story is different than other stories of God rescuing his people, 

        As there are no miracles, no revelations, no prophets, and not even a mention of God 

“Yet (as Webb says) the way the story is told makes it clear that, even when God 

is most hidden, he is still present and working to protect and deliver his people.” 

Almost all scholars agree that this is the major point behind the book of Esther: 

 What we would call ‘divine providence’… I think we can already start to sense it here 

 And I put the big idea this way, which is still just as true today: 

In his providence, our King holds the world in his hands (4:1-11) 

[r] In his divine providence, our King, Jesus, holds the world in his hands 

 

That’s a very simple way to define providence—to hold the world in his hands 

 But it’s more than just a passive ‘holding’… it’s active 

John Piper says, “Providence is wise and purposeful sovereignty… Absolutely everything 

that needs to be done to bring about his purposes, God sees to it that it happens.” 

For more thorough definition, the Heidelberg Catechism says that: 

“Providence is the almighty and ever present power of God by which he upholds, as with 

his hand, heaven and earth and all creatures, and so rules them that leaf and blade, rain 

and drought, fruitful and lean years, food and drink, health and sickness, prosperity and 

poverty—all things, in fact, come to us not by chance but from his fatherly hand.” 

  Isn’t that beautiful? He upholds, as with his hand, heaven and earth and everyone 

   In such a way that everything comes to us not by chance but from his hand 

 

And even though the word ‘providence’ isn’t found in the Bible, 

It’s very much the picture of God we see in his Word… Just as a brief sampling: 

Romans 8:28 declares: “And we know that for those who love God all things work 

together for good, for those who are called according to his purpose.” 

Ephesians 1:11 says God “works all things according to the counsel of his will” 

And Hebrews 1:3 says Jesus “upholds the universe by the word of his power.” 

 

I’d suggest that there are at least three important aspects to God’s providence 

First, it’s to govern… To rule and reign 

Here in Esther, I think there’s a subtle contrast  

between the visible, impressive, excessive power of earthly kings 

and the invisible, irrepressible, omnipotent power of the heavenly King 
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So providence is to govern… It’s also to guide—to work things together for good 

As Paul preaches in Acts 17: “He made from one man every nation of mankind to live on 

all the face of the earth, having determined allotted periods and the boundaries of their 

dwelling place, that they should seek God, in the hope that they might feel their way 

toward him and find him.” [Acts 17:26] 

 Ever since the beginning, God has been actively guiding history towards his desired ends 

There is no such thing as luck or chance or happenstance or coincidence… None! 

 

Providence is to govern, to guide, and finally: it’s to give 

 Providence comes from the same root as to provide 

        This is the Good Shepherd providing everything his sheep need—daily goodness and mercy 

Right before that verse I just quoted from Acts 17, Paul said this: “The God who made 

the world and everything in it, being Lord of heaven and earth, does not live in temples 

made by man, nor is he served by human hands, as though he needed anything, since he 

himself gives to all mankind life and breath and everything.” [Acts 17:24-25] 

  That’s his gracious providence to us 

Praise to the Lord Who o'er all things so wondrously reigneth 

Shelters thee under His wings, yea, so gently sustaineth 

Hast Thou not seen how thy desires have been granted in what He ordaineth? 

 Governing, guiding, and giving 

 

[tr] So how does this play out in Esther’s story? Well, look down at chapter 4 with me 

 So the decree to prepare to kill all Jews has gone out now… READ 4:1-3 

Today, many people—many of us—are facing up to the possibility of death 

 It may be a small percentage that are actually affected, but it’s a real possibility 

The Jews here were not facing possible or even probable sickness or death…  

 It was certain death… This was to be a Holocaust, thousands of years before Hitler 

  And it wouldn’t even be a secret one, carried out in private death camps 

  It would be a very public, government-sanctioned slaughter 

No wonder there was great mourning, weeping, and lamenting! 

Things were legitimately dark for God’s people… And where was God? 

Well, that’s the thing… He was still providentially working 

See: In his providence, our King holds the world in his hands… 

… even when things seem darkest or most desperate  
[r] The Lord holds this world in his hands, even when things are dark and desperate 

 

God had Haman right where he wanted him… And I mean that quite literally 

 He was about to do a mighty work through Mordecai and Esther 

But things seemed rather hopeless at the moment… READ 4:4-11 

 Esther was Mordecai’s niece—essentially his adopted daughter— 

Yet he asked her to take a huge gamble and risk her life 

  The situation they found themselves in was that dire, that desperate 

 

They must’ve wondered where God was at… He must’ve seemed very absent 

 I remember one pastor explaining that it’s like God is present in the book of Esther 
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 in silhouetted form… You know what a silhouette is, right? 

        People paint pictures in great detail, but a silhouette paints a portrait through absence 

  When you see a silhouette, you might not make anything out at first 

  But then you look at the absence, and it reveals the presence of something else 

 Esther paints a silhouette of God… If you don’t look closely, you may miss him 

But even in the darkness, his providence is on special display 

 

And while we’re not facing a potential genocide, things can feel pretty dark today 

But we believe God is still at work 

Now, what this doesn’t mean is that there’s a bright side to this crisis we’re in 

Barnabas Piper shares about a conversation he had with his daughter 

        Who told him, with tears in her eyes: “I just can’t see the bright side in all this, Dad” 

And he says “She was right. If we’re looking for a “bright side” to a tragedy that ruins 

lives, we won’t find it. Instead we were able to talk about how God works in a thousand 

ways we can’t see through good and bad circumstances and how He is on His throne 

even as He is near to the broken-hearted. Neither she nor I fully grasp the extent of God’s 

work and what it means for Him to be sovereign, but we know it is better than a mere 

“bright side.” …Amen… God’s providence is better than a mere bright side 

 

Now, you might wonder: If God is providential even in dark times,  

does this mean that he is actually to blame for the coronavirus?  

 But while he is still guiding history at this moment, blame is the wrong word 

If there’s blame to be laid for natural evils like viruses, then the blame lies with us 

 For they spring from the corrupted creation that is groaning for redemption 

 This is not how God designed the world… He created it as very good 

 This is not how things should be… And it is not how things will be 

But on the other hand, we don’t know why God has things like this right now 

 And don’t get me wrong: He is still sovereign, and thus allowed COVID-19 to happen 

  He’s not to blame, but nothing ultimately happens outside of his hand 

 We trust that he has his reasons, even when we don’t know what they are 

 

And it’s in these times that I believe providence should actually be quite comforting to us 

Put it this way: If things are not in God’s providential control and guidance, then whose 

control are they in? That’s a truly scary thought… Thank God it’s not true 

As John Calvin said, “For in times of adversity believers comfort themselves with the 

solace that they suffer nothing except by God’s ordinance and command, for they are 

under his hand.” 

Our safety is never guaranteed in life, but God’s providence is 

 We can take great comfort in the fact that we are under his loving hand 

 

[tr] And that leads me to the other key point I want us to see from God’s Word today 

 Not only is our world in the providential hand of our King, but we ourselves are… So: 

In his providence, our King holds our lives in his hands (4:12-17) 

[r] In his providence, our King holds our very lives in his hands 

 

I can see this in the next conversation between Esther and Mordecai recorded here 
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 At first, Esther balked at Mordecai’s request to risk her life 

Look at Mordecai’s response: READ 4:12-13 

Like, ‘Don’t focus on self-preservation… You likely will not be spared.’ 

 But Mordecai was confident God would rescue his people, somehow, somewhere 

  READ 4:14a… How could he know that deliverance would arise elsewhere? 

       He couldn’t… He trusted and believed it would, because of God’s promises 

 But he warned Esther: ‘God’s people will be preserved, count on that… 

  But you and I and all your family here won’t be… Our lives hang in the balance’ 

 

And then he made his most remarkable comment: READ 4:14b 

 Who knows? Mordecai didn’t know for sure, but he knew it was possible 

  that God had strategically placed Esther in the palace for exactly this moment  

 And if that was true, then God held both Mordecai and Esther’s lives in his hand 

  It didn’t matter if they died, as long as they were following what he wanted 

 

Well, this message seemed to get through to Esther, and she realized the gravity of the moment 

 And that led to her stunning reply: READ 4:15-16…. READ 4:17 

Do you see what a realization of God’s providence led to for Mordecai and Esther? 

 An attitude of contentment with life or death 

God held their lives securely, so they could therefore hold their lives loosely 

“If I perish, I perish.” …So be it, either way… ‘God take the consequences.’ 

Now, this attitude should never lead to reckless living… But it should lead to fearless living 

 It doesn’t mean we don’t try to preserve our lives… Life is a beautiful gift from God 

  And remember that the preservation of life is exactly what Esther was after 

 But it does mean we don’t need to be afraid of dying before God says our time is up 

As Henry Martyn said:  “I am immortal until God’s work for me to do is done. The Lord reigns.”  

 Do you realize that? You are essentially immortal until God’s purpose for you is done 

  And then when that day comes, you’ll be unavoidably mortal 

 

Remember how I guaranteed you more certain odds of death or survival today? 

Doctor and counselor Mike Emlet recalls this story from his life: “Many years ago, one 

of my seminary professors was diagnosed with cancer. He was quoted an 85% five-year 

survival rate with treatment, which he undertook. I remember him remarking, “Well, I 

don’t know about those numbers. I’d say my odds are either 100% or 0%. If the Lord 

wills, I will be here in five years. If not, I will be with him in five years.” Rather than 

putting his hope on a relatively encouraging 85%, or focusing on that still substantial 

15% risk, he entrusted himself to the One who would keep him safe, body and soul, no 

matter what was to come.” 

And I love how John Piper frames God’s providence over life and death: “God governs the 

world, and that includes the time for our conception in the womb and the time for our death. His 

children don’t want to have it any other way, do we? God is always better than blind fate. God is 

always better than random chance. God is always better than demonic triumphs. What else 

would we want than for God to determine when we are born and when we die?” 

 

[tr] Some might think: If God is so sovereign over the world, wouldn’t that take away from our 

responsibility in life, and maybe make us fatalistic or apathetic—lazy perhaps? 
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 Well, is that what it did in Esther? No! God’s providence provoked courage and action 

And I believe it can do the same in us… In his providence, our King holds our lives in his hands 

… so we can live with prayerful purpose  
[r] As God holds our lives in his hands, we can live with prayerful purpose 

 

What did God’s providence do for Esther? It led her to courageous action, yes 

 But it first drove her—and all God’s people—to their knees 

 She asked that everyone fast—and by clear implication, pray—for 3 full days 

  Before she approached the earthly king, she wanted the king of heaven’s favour 

And if God is still providential today, then it should lead us to pray as well 

 We don’t aimlessly wander an earth that is governed by random chance 

 We purposely walk on this earth that is governed by a good God, 

      who wants us to bring any anxiety or request to him… he commands it, even 

Sometimes we question the purpose of prayer: 

 If God’s providence controls all things, then what he wants done will happen regardless 

 So why pray at all? …But what we really should ask is more like this: 

 If God’s providence controls all things, then why wouldn’t we go to him for everything? 

 

You might know the rest of Esther’s story… I’ll try to quickly summarize it 

The beginning of chapter 5 tells us that Esther’s great risk paid off, as God answered prayer: 

 READ 5:1-3… Interestingly, Esther didn’t immediately ask the king to spare the Jews 

  Instead, tying to ensure his good favour,  

she prepared a series of banquets to which she invited Xerxes and Haman 

Meanwhile, Haman got even more incensed at Mordecai, and built some gallows to hang him 

 Then he went to ask the king’s permission to execute Mordecai 

 But that very night, Xerxes couldn’t sleep—I wonder who gave him insomnia that night? 

  As providence had it, Xerxes had his book of chronicles read to him 

   Which reminded him of Mordecai’s saving of his life 

   He thought, ‘Man, I should honour that guy!’ 

  And in a delicious irony, that’s when Haman waltzed in: READ 6:6-11 

 Haman then went to Esther’s second banquet, during which she made her move:  

READ 7:1-6… The king was outraged, and soon after sentenced Haman to die 

 And in chapter 8, Mordecai was promoted to take his place 

  And Esther was able to convince Xerxes to send out a new edict 

   Allowing the Jews to defend themselves from the coming attack 

Which they did: READ 9:1-2… After this, a new Jewish feast was inaugurated 

 And thus the biblical story of Esther concludes with great celebration 

And I believe a wonderful testament to the invisible, powerful providence of God  

 

We’re not promised that things will work out as well for us as they did for Esther’s Jews 

 But that doesn’t change the fact that we should trust in the loving providence of God 

Here’s an encouraging thought from Dane Ortlund: “No infected molecule can 

enter your lungs, or your three-year-old’s lungs, unless sent by the hand of a 

heavenly Father… The truth [of God’s providence] is like an asthmatic’s inhaler 

to our soul—it calms us down, allows us to breathe again.” 
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And much like Esther, God’s providence in our lives means we should live with purpose 

 If you live, you live; if you die, you die…  

But either way, God has you where he has you for a reason 

‘Who knows whether you have not come to where you are right now for such a time as this?’ 

  I don’t believe that’s really a question… that’s a certainty…  

 So he has you in quarantine—lockdown, for such a time as this…  

 He has you either healthy or sick, for such a time as this… 

 He has you working on the frontlines of a pandemic, for such a time as this… 

  So be alert to whatever opportunities God brings across your path 

   Whom might we show God’s love to today? 

Christian, you are called to stay on mission today 

   Even if that means talking to someone about God from home or online 

   Who around you is scared about death and needs the hope of Christ? 

  Let’s pay attention and watch for how God is working… because he is 

  Let’s notice answers to prayer… Let’s count the blessings he does give… 

Even when we’re alone, God can use us… Even when we’re tired and spent, God can use us 

 It doesn’t mean that you’ll do something Esther-level amazing 

  But we can be faithful today, and be open to God working through us 

 

And we can take courage and entrust our lives to our faithful Creator 

 Because we see what lengths he went to to love and save us 

  He didn’t leave us to a fate worse than a pandemic and worse than genocide 

  We deserved it… For spurning his rightful reign, we should be cast away forever 

 But instead, our King came down to our world and embraced our humanity 

            He lived a perfect life, then died the most gruesome death imaginable, in our place 

   Before being raised to life again, paving our way back to God 

Now today, if you repent of your sins and believe in Jesus as your Saviour, you will be saved 

 I hope his infinite, providential, eternal love compels you to do so today 

If you want to do this, please reach out to us online right now… We’d love to help you 

 

And one gospel implication for all of us is: the hands that hold the world today are scarred hands 

 They are hands that bore the cross for you and me 

 And they are hands that have new life—and true life—beating through their veins 

Which means that we face death very differently than the world around us 

 Not just with the firm hope of life beyond the grave 

 But also an assurance of a Saviour who went before us through suffering 

       And who now walks beside us, even as we are in the valley of the shadow of death 

 

CONCLUSION 

Mike Emlet concludes that: “We shouldn’t find either our safety—or our doom—in numbers, 

statistics, and risk profiles… We don’t live by probabilities and chance. We live under the loving, 

wise, and sovereign rule of our Creator and Redeemer God. The result of that is true hope, 

which steers clear of both a naïve optimism or a resigned pessimism.” 

Let’s Romans 14:8 as true of us today: “If we live, we live to the Lord, and if we die, we die to 

the Lord. So then, whether we live or whether we die, we are the Lord’s.” …guaranteed  

PRAY      Benediction: Zoom call, 1 Cor. 15:57-58 


